Fendt passenger seat
Comfortable seat

Fits the following FENDT models:

that folds up as small as possible

Farmer:
409, 409NA, 410, 410NA 411, 411NA, 412, 412NA

Favorit:

Suitable for all passengers
from small to large

Makes use of
... the original mounting points &
... the original belt & belt buckle

711, 711NA, 712, 712NA, 714, 714NA, 716, 716NA, 918NA,
920NA, 924NA, 926NA

Vario:
207, 208, 209, 210, 211
309, 309 SCR, 310, 310 SCR, 311, 311 SCR, 312, 312 SCR, 313
SCR

Fendt:
411, 412, 413, 414, 415
711, 712, 712NA, 714, 714NA, 716, 716NA, 718, 718NA
815, 815NA, 817, 817NA, 818, 818NA, 820, 820NA
920, 920NA, 924, 924NA, 926, 926NA, 930, 930NA

www.samo-gmbh.at

Entire console made from 5mm-thick,
high-grade S355 sheet metal

Includes all installation
and standard parts

Powder-coated with black satin finish
Galvanised bolts

Uses original mounting points and
the original belt & belt buckle

Fendt passenger seat
High-quality, bearing-mounted folding mechanism
Gas-pressure damper for quick and reliable folding; the seat remains folded
up/down thanks to the dead-centre pivot point.
(does not fold up if the passenger rises briefly from the seat).

Good seating comfort
Two large rubber bumpers on the underside of the seat and the highquality foam used on the seating surface and on the backrest, which is
reclined by 3° ensure the best possible seating comfort.

The entire Fendt cab was scanned in 3D in order to develop
the best technical solution for
a high-quality passenger seat.

Ready to Fit

The pleasantly rounded cushi-

Seat can be converted in less than 10 minutes thanks to
illustrated installation instructions

on contour evolved after eva-

Cover variants on request

Countless satisfied custo-

Company logo, lettering, stitching colour, leatherette or real leather of
the highest quality, tanned/dyed, or any type of fabric available on
request.

mers and passengers con-
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luating various samples.

firm that seating comfort is
improved!
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Klemens Ollmaier, MBA
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